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ABSTRACT 
 

The theses contemplates features organization of activity of development companies in the real estate market of 

Ukraine. Analysed the implementation stages of the project and its financing schemes, and defined the advantages 

and disadvantages of each of the sources of financial support real estate development activities. 
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1 GENERAL 

 

The real estate is considered to one of the lowest risk spheres of long-term investment with enough high level 

of commercial viability. As far as big development projects need vast investments, their realization is back-

breaking for company’s own finances. So developers have to raise funds from external sources. At the same 

time considering multiannual West practice specifically investment from external sources correspond the core 

of Development. The usage of debt capital allows the company to bolster the profit margins on the owners' 

equity. Of course for supplying the adequate level for investment project on the part of potential investor, 

development company takes part in the project financing by their own sources (nearly 20-30%) [1]. Generally it 

refers to the initial project stage with maximum risk. 

Nowadays the majority of developers use standard ways of financing such as bank crediting, internal funds, 

investors’ funds and CFF for housing property. But with the development of economy there are new methods 

of fund raising. It should be noted that Construction Financing Funds allow to raise capital and to find buyers 

for future real estate objects at the same time. The goal of creating CFF is draft of housing accommodation in 

property by fund grantors. Another way of housing finance can be performed by purposed bond certificates 

which provide discharge of duties by housing construction project transfer (object part). Issue of purposed 

bonds is made on sum which can’t be exceeded the value of construction object according to approved 

documentation and which isn’t exceed the equity triple size or amount of collateral which is given with this 

purpose by third parties. For large-scaled development projects in the area of non-residential property is 

advisable to use project financing. Its main difference from other forms of loans is the fact that the source of 

repayment is generated project cash flows and collateral debt – assets of funding. In schemes of project 

financing as a financial investment project implementation participants also often act except commercial banks, 

investment banks, investment funds, leasing companies and other lending institutions. There is a perspective of 

insurance companies and pension capital funds participation in development projects financing. 

 

2 CONCLUSION 

 

Consequently, development projects financial security consists of their own, attracted and borrowed funds. In 

addition, according to the specific nature of development project there is various sources of funding involved at 

various stages of its implementation. Moreover, the greater project degree is, the greater share of external 

resources is in financing structure. This is due to the feature of the development project and its risky nature of 

the initial stages of implementation. The most promising schemes of realization of investment projects of 

development companies should be included bank lending, CFF, project finance and bond issues. 
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